TO THE MEMBERS OF FIFA

Circular no. 1492

Zurich, 26 June 2015
SG/mgo

Intermediary Regulations Tool (IRT)

Dear Sir or Madam,

As you are aware, on 1 April 2015, FIFA’s new “Regulations on Working with Intermediaries” became binding. The new regulations require all member associations to register intermediaries who are engaged in transactions involving players and clubs in their jurisdiction and annually publish aggregate figures.

As set out by its vision and mission, FIFA TMS aims to contribute its knowledge of technology, transfers and regulations by developing solutions for member associations designed to assist them in fulfilling their regulatory obligations, while simultaneously enhancing transparency, integrity and solidarity in the football transfer market.

As such, FIFA TMS has developed the Intermediary Regulations Tool (IRT). The IRT is an optional, premium product integrated with the Transfer Matching System (iTMS and DTMS) so that transfers of professional players and related intermediary involvement can be managed in one system.

The enclosed brochure will provide you with an overview of the IRT and its functionalities. If you wish to have more information regarding the tool, please contact FIFA TMS directly at solutions@fifatms.com.

I thank you for your valuable cooperation in this matter.

Yours faithfully,

FIFA

Jerôme Valcke
Secretary General

cc: - FIFA Executive Committee
    - Confederations
FIFA TMS Intermediary Regulations Tool

Is your Association ready to comply?
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Benefits of the Intermediary Regulations Tool:

- **Compliance:** The IRT has been designed to comply with the requirements set out in the Intermediary Regulations.
- **Customisable:** The IRT can be customised to meet member association requirements.
- **All-in-one system:** The IRT is integrated with ITMS (and DTMS where applicable) and can be accessed with TMS login credentials.
- **Standardisation:** The same process for all member associations using IRT allows for easy cross-border information exchange.

Intermediary Regulations Tool – Meet your regulatory obligations.

In keeping with our mandate of innovation and transparency, FIFA TMS is pleased to introduce the FIFA TMS Intermediary Regulations Tool (IRT). IRT is a new optional premium product designed to assist member associations to meet their regulatory obligations as set out in FIFA’s Regulations on Working with Intermediaries (the “Intermediary Regulations”). Each member association must put in place a registration system where intermediaries shall be registered for every individual transaction they are involved in – whether it is with a club or with a player. Each member association is required each year to make publicly available the names of all intermediaries they have registered.

Intermediary Regulations Tool – All-In-One system.

The IRT is integrated with the Transfer Matching System (ITMS and DTMS) so that transfers of professional players and related intermediary involvement can be managed in one system. The information to be submitted includes: all agreed remunerations or payments that have been made or are to be made to an intermediary, the intermediary declaration, the representation contract, and the necessary consents and declarations about conflict of interest for all involved intermediaries as defined by the Intermediary Regulations.

Intermediary Regulations Tool – Generate reports instantly.

Member associations will be able to create annual reports relating to intermediary involvement, including:

- Names of all registered intermediaries
- All single transactions in which intermediaries are involved
- Total amount of all remunerations or payments made to intermediaries by registered players
- Total amount of all remunerations or payments made to intermediaries by each affiliated club

Like ITMS, the IRT is available in FIFA’s official languages: German, English, Spanish and French.

For more information regarding the Intermediary Regulations Tool, please contact: solutions@fifatms.com

Learn more about FIFA TMS by visiting us at fifatms.com.